Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis technology is a Measurement methods of measured organism composition, which is
based on electrical impedance signal changes when organism is passed through tiny electrical current.
The so-called bioelectrical impedance analysis, refers to the biological body's cells, body fluids etc constitute a similar
resistance, inductance and capacitance of the electrical circuit, hinder role for the specific current, can be understand as
a simple organism resistance to current. When the faint high-frequency current through the body, the body of different
composition ingredients produced by the electrical impedance is different: non-adipose tissue has abundant electrolyte
so has good electrical conductivity, while adipose tissue is lack of water so has a high electrical impedance value.Therefore,
using the test electrical impedance signal of current for body, we can measure human body composition of adipose tissue、
non-adipose tissue, and understand the physical health status of the body.
In recent years, obesity and a variety of lifestyle diseases appear the trend of high incidence, these diseases are more
closely related to the excessive accumulation of body fat. Along with the continuous improvement of medical standards,
a growing number of research shows that body weight can not meet the demands of detail research in human preventive
medicine and sport physiology, and existence of considerable limitations for the ordinar y people's physical exercise and
nutritional guidance. In recent years, as a more comprehensive and rational system, content and proportion of the body
composition receives a great deal of attention and has become ver y popular in the field of health management、competotove sports、preventive medicine and sports medicine.
This instrument to the human body imposed by the high-frequency current is 50kHz,500 microamps, close to the body's
natural bioelectrical strength of the current(600 microamps),therefore, it is absolutely safe for the human body, will not
pose side effects. Owing to adopt the eight-point electrodes the whole body piecewise measurement, let body divided
into five cross-sectional segment of the left and right extremities and trunk to measured electrical impedance, the body
no longer will be assumed to symmetrical cylinder, to avoid the situation of human individual differences measurement
error,as objectively as possible to reflect the distribution of human body composition and to minimize the dependence
on human experience in medical measurement data.

